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Homecoming Parade Full Of "Firsts": Forty-Five New
An Actress, An Elephant, And A Camel Professors Added
J
To U.O.P. Faculty
By GENE VAUGHN

hf
Orange and black trees on Pacific Avenue, a movie and television
H actress, an elephant (no joke), and a Camel (walking Miracle Mile)
these are only a few of the "firsts" planned Pacific's annual Homeit coming Parade for Saturday, October 12. The parade will begin
at Harding and Pacific at 10:00 and follow Pacific Avenue to Stadium
Drive.
John McFall, Congressman from this area, will be the Honorary

l

Grand Marshal. A surprise
Grand Marshall will be a TV and
movie actress whose identity will
be revealed at the rally the night
before the parade. A real-live
elephant (the kind found in
jungles, not in refrigerators, jello,
or wearing tennis shoes) and a
camel from the San Francisco
Zoo will be a (large) part of the
parade.
The theme this year is "Pacific
says It's a Small World," an in
ternational theme. Living groups
will compete in either men's, wo
men's, or open group. Commer
cial entries will be entered for the
first time.
Stockton's Mayor Elmer Boss
and other dignitaries, Pacific's
Homecoming Queen and her
court, Fraternity Sweethearts,
equistrian units, bands, motor
cycle units, and clowns will be
included in the parade.
An important "maybe":
parade may be televised.

The

Burns Tower, Quad H
Near Final Completion
Administrators have been
moving into Burns Memorial
Tower this week from offices in
the Administration
Building,
eaving these offices vacant for
other faculty and
executive
offivers.
Covell College faculty will
maintain offices in the former
Alumni Office — Alumni op
erations will be centered on the
second floor of the Tower.

Fraternities Begin Eight
Days Of Rush Activities
Sign-Ups October 10-17
The Interfraternity Council is
sponsoring rush activities for
Pacific men who meet the eligi
bility requirements. In order to
rush, men must sign up in Dean
Zimmerman's office between Oc
tober 10 and 17, pay the $2.00
rush fee, and have a cumulative
grade point average of 2.2 or
better.
"We encourage men who plan
to rush to approach the activities
with an open mind rather than a
pre-conceived idea of the Greek
organizations," stated Dean Zim
merman.
The activities designed to ac
quaint the men with each of the
houses include a general pre-rush
meeting and Open House for all
rushees on Thursday evening,
October 17.
Phi Kappa Tau, Phi Sigma
Kappa, Delta Upsilon, and Alpha
Kappa Lambda will each sponsor
an invitational rush dinner on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday nights, respec
tively, of the week following
Open House.

Pacific's faculty additions and
replacements for 1963-64 total 45
new professors, including eight
for Raymond College and seven
for Elbert Covell College.
The Biology Department has
gained Luckett V. Davis, Gerald
O. Gates. Maryanne Hughes, and
Mrs. Nancy T. Greenwood, a
College of the Pacific graduate,
while Charles A. Matuszak and
Donald Wedegaertner have been
added as assistant professors of
Chemistry.
Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation received Douglas
King, Floyd Edwards (who will
coach the Varsity Basketball
team), Sidney Stubbs, and J.
Connor Sutton, another UOP
graduate.
Helene Flaud, Edgardo Torres,
and John P. Wonder have been
added to the Modern Language
Department, while Roy Harris,
professor of composition and
resident composer, and Ralph
Matesky, associate professor of
violin and director of the Uni
versity orchestra, have joined the
School of Music.
Psychology has gained an as
sistant professor, Leonard Cam
pos, and an adjunct professor,
Bernard Meer.
James Alexander, assistant at
the Central Methodist Church,
will lecture in Bible and Religious
Education, and lecturing in Ge
ology and Geography will be
Ansel Clayburn.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Dizzy Gillespie blows a mean trumpet and he'll be blowing it
at Raymond Great Hall Monday night.

Gillespie In "Uninhibited"Show
Set For Monday Appearance
By BOB HARRIS
A special treat is in store for
campus jazz fans next Monday
as Dizzie Gillespie, renowned
trumpet artist, makes a special
appearance on the UOP campus.
Under the sponsorship of Ray
mond College, which has made
all of the arrangements, Gillespie
will appear in a special presen
tation which has been entitled
"An Uninhibited Seminar on
Life with Dizzie Gillespie." While
he has promised to bring his
horn with him, this will not be a

performance of the entire Gilles
pie band. It will be an informal
discussion, no doubt centered
about the man, his life and his
music.
The program will be
open only to PSA student body
card holders, and because of the
lack of space, this limitation will
have to be strictly enforced. The
evening will start at seven-thirty
at the Great Hall on the Ray
mond College campus. There
will be only 400 seats available
and afterthat a limited amount
of standing room.
(Continued on Page 4)

Pacific Players Present Theater
Of The Absurd One-Act Satires
By JOHN STAG HANSON
The second season for Pacific Theatre's Playbox, UOP's modest
theatre-in-the-round on upper Pacific Avenue, was christened last
Friday night by two not-so-modest, albeit entertaining, one-act plays.
The two outspoken pieces of dramatic imagery were Eugene Ionesco's
"The Bald Soprano," a repeat of last year's performance in the Con
servatory, and Arrabal's "Picnic On The Battlefield."
"The Bald Soprano," Ionesco's contemporary satire on the
hypocrisy of man as illustrated at
a "typically English" dinner
party, came off decidedly better
than did Arrabal's contemporary
farce outlining man's basically
shallow sense of values. And well
it should have, for several reaTo begin with, Ionesco's work
is a brighter piece of playwriting
than is Arrabal's, which becomes
spasmodically tainted by dialogue
that is a bit too "tricky." In its
attempt at tongue-in-cheek wit it
conveys more the impression of
"ha ha, aren't we clever?" than
cleverness itself.

The water tower which is to
be the campus water supply is
xpected to be in use in the next
ew weeks according to Mr.
obert R. Winterberg, Financial
dvisor.
Another
prospective
occu^ncy, says Winterberg, is Quad
which is to be finished Octoer 5 to 20.

Add to this the fact that "So
prano" is populated with many
of Pacific Theatre's most talented
(not to mention most experienc
ed) players, standout among
whom were pros Bob Richards,
Marnev Leach, and Vida Ward,
and newcomer Rod Arrants.

ftat Representative,
Top Soph Officers Set
In a second run-off election
last Tuesday, A1 Watson
^as elected IFC representative to
"e PSA Senate.

Photo by Chris Petersen

Sophomore officers elected last
tiday also in a run-off election
^re: Mike Burke, president; Ted
Woodly, vice-president; and Sue
°we, secretary.

Homecoming Court: Row 1) Caryll Hayden, Gamma Phi Beta; Ruby Belou, Tri Delta; San Geneco,
Delta Gamma; Anne Rowland, Alpha Chi Omega; Row 2) Carolyn Johnson, Quad D; Lynn Allred,
Covell Hall; Susan Moore, Kappa Alpha Theta; Nancy Kennedy, Covell Hall; Row 3) Wilma Ramero,
Covell College; De Lawson, Covell Hall; Daren Rigor, McConchie Hall; Chris Norrie, Covell Hall;
Chris Browning, Raymond College.

leld

Arrants, incidentally, is the
only member of last year's cast,
and came on strong not only in
"Soprano," but also in a minor
role in "Battlefield." He posses
ses the ability that many actors
strive for but seldom achieve, to
(Continued on Page 4)
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Letters To The Editor

CLUTTERED MEMORIAL

Dear Editor,
Just to the north of the UOP
Administration Building, there
stands a memorial, so labeled. It
is dedicated to Tully C. Knoles,
whose profile appears on a bronze
plaque there. Dr. Knoles is gen
erally equated with the finest in
Pacific spirit. Therefore, the
memorial is topped by a crouch
ing tiger.
On the Stanford campus, I
understand, there is a memorial
to David Starr Jordan, its first
president and the sculptor of its
"image." At Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton there are similar me
morials to great benefactors.
At the opposite end of the
Mall from the Capitol stands a
memorial to Abraham Lincoln,
who is equated with the best in
American spirit.
To my knowledge, there is not
a single recorded instance of
patriotic Americans placarding
the Lincoln Memorial (even during presidential campaigns or
Civil Rights Marches)
with
"cause" posters—or with adver
tisements of Washington social
events. I have not heard of
"spirit-conscious" students at
Harvard, Yale or Princeton so
decorating memorials to their
great men.
What a contrast with the usual
appearance of the Tully C.
Knoles Memorial at the Univers
ity of the Pacific!
— Indignantly,
P.T.M.
TUESDAY CHAPEL

SENATE ELECTION

In answer to the rather un
informed editorial of last week
we would like to submit the fol
lowing information. If we were
so inclined, our response could
be just as caustically presented,
but we feel the situation should
be treated in a more adult man
ner. In light of this we would
like to state:
(1) The election committee
cannot be held responsible for
the printing of incorrect infor
mation relating to requirements
for Senate Offices and the lack
of student response to sign-up
advertisements. We can only
stimulate, not beg.
(2) "Vote for your living
group representative only". The
above statement appeared at the
top of each ballot. There should
have been no question as to the
category in which the student
would vote.
(3) Being that the elections
are run in accordance with the
honor system, it only seems rea
sonable that we can have confi
dence in the students using the
voting priviledge.
Since this was the first election
held under the new Constitution,
there were unpredictable mistakes
that arose. We sincerely hope
that our experiences will benefit
future election committees.
Karen Hancock & Ralph Saroyan
(for the election committee)
We sincerely hope that your
experiences will benefit future
election committees, also. We
realized that "Vote for your liv
ing group representative only"
was written on top of each ballot.
However, this did not prevent
the vast mis-voting which oc
curred. The point is: NOT that
we have something against the
election committee, but that 1)
A rule should have some means
of enforcement to back it up and
2) precautionary steps, such as
marking out the voter's ineligible
ballot sections, will guarantee a
more efficient, fair election. In
the last election, for example,
as there was no contest for other
living group representatives,
many ineligible voters voted for
Inter - fraternity representative.
Our apologies to the elections
committee if they took it per
sonally.
—Ed.

Dear Editor:
The question of your roving
reporter this last week seemed
to be in the "do you still beat
your wife?" category, because
there is no reason to think that
the students' response to Tues
day chapel is all so bad. Attend
ance, so far, is better than it was
last year.
Even though the question is
invalid, the comments made by
the people interviewed showed
a Complete misunderstanding of
the purpose of Tuesday chapel.
The answers made religion sound
like something you "get" on Sun
day, like some people get their
groceries on one day of the week.
People do not "get" religion;
they either live it seven days a
week or do not even know the
meaning of true religion.
One goes to any religious ser
vice to re-focus his life upon God
in order that he may live a more MAN OR CAUSE
fully Christian life the rest of
the week. As to Tuesday Chapel, Dear Editor:
As an individual newly associ
it is designed to present the
Christian gospel in more intel ated with the University of the
lectual terms. A college student, Pacific, I was very proud to read
because of his higher education, that Mr. Meredith had been in
is supposed to have his mind in vited to speak on this campus.
high gear, whereas many people I also looked forward to reading
copy of the "Pacific
in the churches on Sunday do my first
Weekly."
not have the daily discipline of
studies that keep one's mind ac
When I turned to the second
tive; therefore, the sermons one page, I could hardly believe what
hears on Sundays are necessarily I read in the Roving Reporter
on a different level than those Column. How could these stu
which one should hear in chapel. dents separate a "cause" from
So far this year I think the ser the people deeply involved in
mons have been excellent, and working for that "cause?" Is it
to those who have been dissatis possible to respect the "cause"
fied in the past (and to every while looking down one's nose
one) I cordially extend an invi at one of the persons who has
tation to attend chapel.
voluntarily risked his own wel
Sincerely yours,
fare for that "cause?"
Bob Rible
How can anyone of us com
Chapel Chairman
fortable, white, middle c l a s s

nsx

Americans sit in judgment on the
character and stature of Mr.
Meredith, and with such non
chalance and indifference sign
him off as not worthy of, our
standing to applaud him? I would
guess that those who answered
the Roving Reporter Column
would stand if I walked into a
room simply because I am a wo
man and they are polite. Let me
say that there are much bigger
and better reasons for standing
for Mr. Meredith—one of them
being that none of us have
chosen to walk in his shoes.
Mary Lois Campos

ROVING REPORTER

Three Opinions Of
Early Homecoming
QUESTION: "What do you
think of Homecoming being so
early in the season this year?
Squire Fridell, Junir
"I think that
Homecoming is
d e f i n i t e l y
too early t h i s
year; m a i n l y
from a standp o i n t t h a t
t h e H o m e coming preparations will be hur
ried and perhaps not as well
constructed or planned."
Merrilynn Gulley, Senior
" I think t h a t
having home
coming e a r l y
really makes it
difficult for all
the living groups
to get organized
and make their
floats. I also feel that the spirit
necessary for a good homecom
ing hasn't had time to build up."
Linda Hoffman, Senior
H o m e c o ming and the
H o m e c o ming Game has al
ways been t h e
highlight of the
football season,
spirit and excite
ment being built up by preceeding games. With Homecoming
so early this year the remaining
games will seem anti-climatic.
And besides, who ever heard of
it not raining on Homecoming?"

95 Deserted Wooden Bleachei
The Story Of Our Greek Theati
By NANCY SMITH

Victim of absolescence — 95 wooden bleachers behind the C
servatory, surrounded by a five-foot hedge and inhabited only by
lizards and blackbirds. UOP's Greek Theater is a forgotten effi
Built according to the plans of architect Howard Bissell
1933-34 with student labor and community, student and faculty fur
the theater was to fulfill a "need for an outdoor theater for Gri
plays, outdoor dramas, and pageants,'' as DeMarcus Brown, direc
of the Pacific Playbox, presented
the plan.
Is there a chance for rene\
Through a program of sub
scriptions of $15 each, which en activity in the Greek theat
titled the subscriber to one ad Rally Commissioner Dennis \
mission to all productions for 3 tan remarks, "Depending on c
seasons, the needed $1500 was dition of the theater, weatl
raised for construction of the scheduling and lighting, perh
several pep rallies will be h
theater. Pacific had, when finish
ed, an outdoor theater with a yet this season in the Greek T
ater." Commenting on the efl
seating capacity of 1360.
Brown saw the theater as be tiveness of the outdoor locati
ing used for "band and orchestra Vartan said, "The theater is id
concerts, oratories, dance dramas, for pep rallies with bonfires ;
assemblies, rallies, mass meetings, all the traditional customs, ;
conventions, children's dramas, since students hear the yelli
the rallies may attract more p
etc."
Shakespeare's A Midsummer pie."
Night's Dream was the first pro
duction to be presented on the
new stage in 1934. But with each
successive production the disad
vantages of the outdoor location
grew — bad weather, increasing
noise from traffic on Pacific Ave.
Finally in 1949, the Greek The
ater held its last dramatic audi
ence as the curtain went down on
She Stoops To Conquer.
However, the rally committee
continued holding over half the
season's rallies outdoors in the
amphitheater. Dean Edward S.
Betz, dean of students, recalls
election rallies in the theater. But
problems arose with rallies too —
bad weather, winds, staging diffi
culties. Concludes Dean Betz,
"One recent factor which contrib
uted to the disuse of the theater
is the moving of the theatrical
productions to the Playbox down
town, freeing the Conservatory
for rallies."

Thus, the Greek Theater, u
now for sun bathing and colli
ing peat dust, is slowly pass
away. How long will the chc
land be allowed to stand unusi
Dean Bezt provides a possi
future trend when he says,
Theater is Pacific's white i
phant."

AAI RA€Hsi
0OOOQ

Records at Low Lov
Everyday Prices
2363 PACIFIC AVENUE
Telephone HO 6-4388

Girls Work On Float
At Covell TV Night
Last night, Covell hall held
a TV Night in their small lounge.
Popcorn was served and every
one put in a lot of work on the
homecoming float.
The purpose
was to get acquainted with other
dorm members and encourage
interest in the dorm's homecom
ing activities.

BULLETIN FROM GLUSKINS!
Now is the time to
start taking pictures
of your time at school
FOR ALL YOUR CAMERA SUPPLIES

DESERT
STAR*
ri:ccurved
What a star to wish for —
then wish on, all your life!
Just out . . . but already the
engagement ring most in
demand. See it here today.
Engagement Ring
Bride's Circlet ....
•Trade Mark

S180.0C
$ 20.00

Rings enlarged to show detail.

BORELLI JEWELER
DIAMONDS - WATCHES
JEWELRY
2034 Pacific Avenue
HOward 2-2443
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Standing Ovation For Provost Martin
Speech "A College Of Consequence"

Following a challenging address to Raymond students and
faculty, Dr. Warren Martin, Provost of Raymond College, received
His speech, "A
a standing ovation on Wednesday, September 25.
31 College of Consequence," was important not only to Raymond stutt jents but to all students sincerely seeking an education.

"Raymond is important for this age because the future is so
different than the past. This is the day of the 100-megaton bomb,
'his is the moment in which all ———
aen may be cremated equally. committed to a life of reason.
Je live in a new dimension. Peo- Life is what our thoughts make it;
je who thought of responsibili- so students are encouraged to
ies on a regional or local level think independently, critically,
ust now think in a universal and creatively.
Jane. This period of revolution"The course of the nation de
ry change has also changed the
dividual. Man has lost confi- pends on critical thinking and
ence in man at the same moment judgment. Each generation makes
_ at he lost faith in God. Art its own destiny in terms of its
time and place. If the genera
[, reflects man's thought, and in ab
stract, expressionistic art. the tra tion cannot think, democracy is
ditional image of man is strewn doomed.
in bits. Man just is not there,
"Raymond seeks to guide and
jThere seems to be no way in prod students to think creatively
.which man's acts can change the as a part of society. It makes a
„ future. There is hojpe, however, place for the authentic egghead
who is concerned with the future
ein education.
"Raymond fosters a special atti of man.

tude toward the world of ideas
nd the life of the mind. Most
jj men are uncomfortable with new
ideas or even changes in old ways.
ICollege is a dangerous place be:ause it is a haven for ideas. Here
inhere is a qualified independence,
e student is separated and pro:ected from the world which
eks to kill ideas. Students are

"Raymond has a unique atti
tude toward personalities. Hu
man particularities will not fall
into conformism. Men of ideas
are rebellious, eccentric, inde
pendent, and necessary. They
lose their strength as they lose
their boldness. They must be
free of the influences of the com
munity.

Photo by Chris Petersen

Using the oldest traditional method possible for starting a fire, Jack Pickler, Skip Stoffel, and Steve
Hughes rub sticks together to light the Freshman Bonfire which will be part of the Homecoming ativities
next weekend.

Freshmen To Light Yearly Homecoming Bonfire
Following Queen's Coronation And Pep Rally
The coronation of the 1963
Homecoming Queen will high
light the rally next Friday night
as Pacific rooters join in the sup
port of the Tiger team.
Rally commissioner Denny Vartan will emcee the rally "The
team is confident that they will
beat Fresno State in the Home
coming game. We can show our
confidence in them by supporting
them at the rally and game,"
Denny stated.
Waymond Hall, one of the
Pacific varsity team members two
years ago, will sing as part of the
special entertainment. Other fea
tures will include Tommy and
Tammy Tiger, the song girls and
yell leaders, majorette Vicky Ortegren, the Varsity Band, and the
roll call yell contest.
COACH SPEAKS
Coach Rohde will introduce

Tradition with Authority
in Handsome

Harris Tweed
5^3

The sport jacket for
all seasons and practi
cally all reasons. Smart,
rugged, select, it ap
pears in a choice of
new colorings, all with
the soft yet sturdy sur
face that marks au
thentic Harris tweed...
all with the authorita
tive natural tailoring
that marks the manner
of College Hall.

the team and speak on their
merits. Following the coache's
speech the Royal Court composed
of queen candidates from each of
the women's living groups will
be introduced.
Karla Bailey,
Homecoming Queen for 1962,
will crown the new queen.
Immediately following the rally
the band will lead a march to the
levee behind Fraternity Circle
where the annual freshman bon
fire will be lighted.
STUNTS PLANNED
Flashlight stunts to coincide
with the half time entertainment
provided by the band are being
organized.
The rally commission will sell
white megaphones decorated with
Pacific Tiger decals on Saturday
in front of the gym before the
game. The entire Fresno rooting
section is expected for the game,

CLEANERS
. EXPERT DRY CLEANING
. COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
. ONE DAY SERVICE BY REQUEST
. CONVENIENT FREE MINOR REPAIRS
. EASY DRIVE-IN PARKING
„ CLOSEST CLEANER TO THE CAMPUS
. SAVE WITH CASH & CARRY PRICES

MORADIAN'S
MEN'S SHOP
u

1939 Country Club Blvd.

466-2103

2520 PACIFIC AVENUE
(Former location of Miracle Drive-ln)
- YOU MAY ESTABLISH CREDIT IF DESIRED -

so the rally commission is plan
ning some competitive yells.
A rally commission meeting
will be held on Tuesday evening
in Music C.
"The spirit shown at the last
game was good. If we can carry
it on through the season and keep
it gradually growing, we can help
the team to victory," stated
Denny Vartan. He encouraged
all loyal Tigers to participate in
the Homecoming activities.

Pacific Art Major's
Watercolor Shown In
Jack London Square
The 1963 Jack London Square
Art Exhibition chose a watercolor painting by Pacific art
major Cheryl Harris for last
summer's
showing.
Cheryl's
painting was one of 212 entrants
selected from 753 submitted.
She recently entered four of
her paintings in the Napa Town
and County Fair juried art show
and won her first blue ribbon for
one of them.
The painting show in Oakland
was an abstract done in Pro
fessor Reynolds Beginning Paint
ing class to fulfill an assignment
entitled "The Bridge."
Before coming to Pacific,
Cheryl had no training in art.
She developed an interest in the
subject as a freshman and has
continued in the field
for the
past two years. Cheryl is now
a junior and a member of Delta
Delta Delta Sorority.
After Friday October 11, no
1963 Naranjado Yearbooks will
be distributed until the last week
before Christmas vacation.

:

1
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Gillespie In "Uninhibited" Show . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Fresh from appearances at the
Off Broadway in San Francisco
and the Monterey Jazz Festival,
Gillespie needs no introduction
to jazz fans. One of the most
exciting trumpet players any
where, he is one of the foremost
recording and concert stars in
the business. He has consented
to answer any and all questions,
and to provide musical examples,
either by trumpet or phonograph,
where needed. A free guest ap
pearance by a star such as Dizzie
Gillespie is rare indeed, and the
students of Raymond College,
and the University as a whole
should be in for a real treat.
Season tickets to the San Fran
cisco Symphony regular subscrip
tion concert series are being made
available on the University of
the Pacific campus at a great
savings, according to Pete Drown,

campus sales representative. The
seats, which are available in any
section of the house, are selling
for abut half of the regular
price (for example, orchestra
seats for eighteen concerts which
would normally sell for $56.50
are available at the student price
of $27.75.)
This is a rare opportunity to
hear one of the finest orchestras
in the world, under a fine new
director, Josef Krips, with some
of the most renowned soloists
available — Leonard Pannario,
Leonard
Rose, Isaac Stern,
George London, and Rudolf Serkin are but a few.
There are a few seats remain
ing, although when those on
hand are sold no more can be
obtained. Anyone desiring fur
ther information should contact
P. C. Drown at the conservatory.

Quads Get Integrated
Breakfast And Lunch
In answer to requests of Quad
rangle E that "all Pacific students
be able to sit in all areas of the
dining hall," Dr. Gordon Zim
merman, Dean of Men, an
nounced a policy of an integrated
dining hall for breakfast and
lunch.
After an informal discussion
last Thursday between Covell
students and their director, it
was agreed that Covell students
will still be required to eat to
gether by themselves at dinner
because of a need for autonomy
in the group.
In a note to Dean Zimmerman,
Steve Schneider, president of
Quadrangle E, expressed the
"hope that an increasing number
will realize the problems of Co
vell College and learn to accept
their need for solidarity."

Photo by Chris Peter

Six actors and a slight case of hysteria are the main charact
in Ionesco's "Bald Soprano" now playing at the Playbox.

Pacific Players Present
(Continued from Page 1)
inject his own personality into a
role and make it convincing, in a
casual sort of way, suggesting a
young Tames Stewart
In both plays, plot played sec
ond fiddle
to dialogue and dra
matic interpretation. Here, "The
Bold Soprano" scored again, for
the actors pounced greedily on
every line with a self-assurance
that by turns amused the audi
ence, startled them, and ulti
mately left them in a state of
complete frustration as Ionesco
must have intended. The overall
effect was that of the actors' play
ing a rather sinister practical joke
on the audience, which was never
really sure how to react.
Another interesting effect that
contributed to "Soprano's" suc
cess in holding the audience was
the actors' almost perpetual
movements about the stage. Their

Another important book
... my Crocker-Anglo

a special
Pacific cover
in color

checkbook with

near-precision choreography i
a delightful addition to Ionesc
state of organized confusion,
were occasional bits of pan
mime, especially Richards's.
The only major flaw
actii
wise seemed to be the actor's t
dency to mistake verbal speed :
British accents — nothing tl
couldn't be cured by an hour
so of listening to a Laughton
Rathbone or Gielgud recordin
Major roles in "Picnic On 1
Battlefield" were carried by N
Elliott, Tom Blackburn, Sue ]
kersley, and Ernie Simard,
whom Blackburn seemed the m
at home. Although none appe
ed to have trouble with lines,
would seem that a few extra
hearsals are in order to h
eradicate the slight "sing-song
quality of much of the readii
This is a major problem wh
should be cleared up, we hope,
tonight's performance.

Forty-Five New Professors
(Continued from Page 1)
Charles Clerc and Louis Leiter
have joined the English Depart
ment, and the School of Educa
tion has two new lecturers, James
French and Carl E. Wilsey.

It's handy to pay by check ... and it's only minutes to the

Donald Grubbs is a new assist
ant professor of History, Alice
Jean Matuszak will lecture at the
School of Pharmacy, Doris Rit
chie is a lecturer in the Art
seminar, and Brenda Robinson
has joined the Speech Depart
ment.
" From Seoul, Korea, comes a
new assistant reference librarian,
Soon Young Hong.
At Raymond College the eight
new instructors are Lewis Ford,
assistant professor of Humani
ties; Sy Kahn, associate professor
of Humanities; Floyd Lewis,
artist in residence and assistant

professor of Humanities; Th'
dore MacDonald, assistant p
fessor of Mathematics and 1
tural Science; Jane Taylor,
structor in Humanities; Jo
Tucker, assistant professor
Natural Science; Ralph Wise,
sistant professor of Social S
ence, and Constance Cullen.
Covell College's seven facu
additions include Joan Connt
assistant professor of History a
assistant to the director; Don:
Decker, assistant professor
Modern Languages; Ernest I
wards, professor of Biologi
Sciences; Delvis A. Fernandez,
structor in Mathematics; Fri
erick M. Nunn, assistant prof
sor of History; Fernand oRi'
assistant professor of Spant
and Graciela T. de Urteaga, as
ciate
professor
of
Hispa
Literatures and cultures.

best place to open a checking account:

CROCKER-ANGLO i . . . m o s t h e l p f u l b a n k o f a l l
NATIONAL

BANK

STOCKTON OFFICE
517 East Weber Avenue
Stockton

si Adding Machines & Typewriters
i]
Rentals—

Rent to try—will apply if you buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

NORTH STOCKTON OFFICE
6025 Pacific Avenue
Stockton

OVER 120 OFFICES IN CALIFORNIA • MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

>an\ flcrnfyrin
BUSINESS
I5M3M 8II 2 W

Phone HO 5-5887
114 N. California St.
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Pacific's 'First Family' Dedicated To University
Burns: "Pacific My Vocation And My Avocation"
By NANCY SMITH
"Pacific is my vocation and my avocation." As the head of Pacific's 'First Family," President
Robert E. Burns exemplifies a whole family dedication to Pacific.
Entered at Pacific as a history major in 1927, and having served as Pacific student body president,

President Burns graduated with a major in history and an enthusiastic knowledge of California history
in particular.

After being a Pacific student, President Burns became a Pacific employee, first as field (public
relations) secretary, then as alumni and placement secretary, Registrar, Assistant to the president and
nally in 1946 became the youngest college president in the United States at that time at the age of 37.

Mrs. Grace Burns also tells of Pacific ties. While on campus, Mrs. Burns was a member of the
local sorority, Alpha Theta Tau, which later was to beocme Kappa Alpha Theta. Although her major
was English and her desired career high school English teacher, her plans were interrupted a year after
her graduation when the Burnses
were married.
Son Ron Burns carries on the
Pacific tradition. He is a sopho
more at UOP, majoring in P.E.
with the intention of entering
high school football coaching.
Also a Pacific student for several
years, Bonnie, daughter in the
family, is now attending Penn
State where her husband is doing
graduate work on a teaching fel
lowship.

guerrilla fighter
of the South
Vietnam regime of President Ngo
Dinh Deim. This official has
also served as an aide to a Cath
olic Bishop in Vietnam.

Under the baton of its new
conductor, Mr. Ralph Matesky,
the University Symphony Or
chestra is looking forward to its
new season.
With a schedule
which includes a concert in No
vember, the "Messiah,'' and the
opera tbis semester will be a busy
one indeed. While the orchestra is
larger than it has been for sev
eral seasons Mr. Matesky points
to a need for string players, es
pecially in the viola section. The
orchestra meets on Monday eve
nings at seven, and anyone inter
ested in playing with the orches
tra, music major or no, should
contact Mr. Matesky.

Columbia Set For
AWS Retreat
Columbia, the gold-rush town
reconstructed and preserved from
the heyday of the Mother Lode
Country, is the setting for the
Associated Women's Students
Retreat this year, on Friday and
Saturday.
All AWS officers and represen
tatives are invited to attend, so
that they may get acquainted.
Staying at the Fallon House,

Photo by Sven Pretorious

President and Mrs. Burns in their spacious living room where
they have entertained many visitors to Pacific in the days of COP
and now in the school's University years.
University. "Pacific in the last
ten years has gained stature, but
with building up our faculty and
developing the cluster colleges,
15 more in the next 15 years,
Pacific is still growing."
The Burns family has grown

with the University — President
Burns says, "V^e've never left
home."

STOCKTON THEATRE
Pacific Ave. — Now Showing

Vietnam Official Featured At Y Coffee
hour at 3:00 p.m. featuring a

S. F. Symphony Tickets
Available At Savings
For Pacific Students

Folksittgers

METROGOLDWYN-M AYERPRESENTS

This Monday, October 7, An
derson Y will present a coffee

While "Figaro" will be an allstudent production, the Verdi
program will serve to introduce
several new people to the Pacific
stage, as well as to welcome back
some singers who have starred in
previous productions.
Former
students who are returning in
clude Dick Brown, Nadine Salonites, June Hook Spencer, and
Bruce Browne who sang the tenor
lead in "Tales of Hoffman" last
year.

Some of the operas represented
will be "Rigoletto," "II Trovatore," "La Forza del Destino,"
"Aida," and "La
Traviata."
These excerpts are the highlights
of the various works. It might be
noted that all of the singers from
the University who will be heard
this Tuesday will also have the
leading roles in the production
of the "Marriage of Figaro,"
which is the next major project
to be undertaken by the class.

Leisure time for Mrs. Burns is
spent with floral arrangements,
using some of the flowers
from
her own backyard.
She has
duties also as a member of the
Board of Trustees for Grace
Methodist Church, and belongs
to Philamathian Club and P.E.O.

Since Pacific is the center of
attention for President Burns, so
many of his comments lead to the

The University of the Pacific Opera Workshop is announcing
an all Verdi program to be given on October 8 at 8:15 in the con
servatory auditorium. The program, which is in honor of the sesquicentenial of Verdi's birth, will consist of various ensembles taken
from many works.
According to Dr. Lucas Underwood, the director of the opera
department at UOP, the program will be just the start of a busy
semester. This week he has an——
nounced that the fall opera pro
duction, to be performed in Janu
ary with full costume, staging and
orchestra, will be Mozart's "The
Marriage of Figaro.

The program will serve to in
troduce several newcomers in
cluding Louise Longley, De Lawson, and Alice Thompson, as well
as bring back Kiwi Westinghouse,
Mike Kizer, and Bob Harris who
sang in Hoffman.

With Pacific so much in the
Burns' life, there is not much time
for relaxation. To rest his mind
from Pacific's problems, President
Burns reaches for one of the
3,000 volumes in his library on
California history. So intense is
his interest in history that from
1948-1950, President Burns was
appointed by the Governor to the
California Centennial Committee
planning the celebration of Cali
fornia's statehood. From 19511959, he served on the five-man
California State Commission to
deal with State parks and beaches.
Closer to home, the president
also gives history talks to service
and church groups.

Both President and Mrs. Burns
have given time to many Pacific
projects, such as leading college
tours to Europe, Alaska, Russia,
and around the world. "Both
President Burns and I enjoy the
AWS Day activities on campus,
and we attend Pacific's Playbox
productions, adds Mrs. Burns.

Pacific Opera Workshop Announces
All Verdi Program On October 8

Students are invited to come
and hear this man's first-hand
observations of the troubled sit
uation, according to Craig Hath
away, President of the Y. Stu
dents are also urged to present
any questions they might have
concerning the recent events in
that country.

RICE'S AVENUE DRUGS
Complete Stock of Drugs, School Suppplies
Infant Dept., Tobacco, Ect.

LOUIS J0URDAN
ELSA MARTINELLI
MARGARET RUTHERFORD
MAGGIE SMITH
ROD TAYLOR
ORSON WELLES IN
AND

- AT -

THE M I N O T A U R
COFFEE H O U S E

Friday And
Saturday
1019 NORTH WILSON WAY

— Specializing In —

Cosmetics And Hair Coloring
2218 Pacific at Pine
HO 6-3433
Hours: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. — Sun. 10 to 5
STUDENT BODY CARD GOOD FOR LIMITED CREDIT

A MODERN LOVE STORY!

PANAVISION* and METRO COLOR
Nightly at
7:17 - 9:34

Sat. & Sun.
2:17 - 4:34
7:11-9:48

PHONE HO 3-0098
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Pacific Sports
MAC'S FACTS
By NANCY MacALLISTER
CAR PARADE SKIMPY — NOBODY HAS A CAR?
Why were there only five or six cars in the car parade to the
airport last Friday and Sunday? Don't say it's because you don't
have a car. There are already too many cars on our campus; cer
tainly a few of them are in working condition.
I've heard that the girls are embarrassed to see the team off or
greet them on their return to the airport because they are afraid the
players will think they are chasing them. The guys say it is "sissy"
to go out to see the team. I don't care what anybody says, it's all
a bunch of malarky.
All but the freshmen and transfers will remember the greet
ing the team received when they returned from New Mexico State
last year. The spirit spread like wildfire and the players were admit
tedly touched. Why? Because we took a beating in New Mexico,
and, instead of being angry, the student body as a whole wanted to
make the players welcome back on campus, regardless of the score.
Why not do that for all of the out-of-town games? There was
a small pep band at the airport on Sunday, but practically no one
to clap along with them. If everyone would go out there then no
one would feel silly or embarrassed. The players aren't always the
most cheerful when they return from a losing battle, but we could
at least welcome them back with a little cheerfulness. Without the
band out there it would have been a quiet day at Stockton Metro
politan Airport.
BASKETBALL COULD BE GREAT THIS YEAR
Dick Edwards, Pacific's new basketball coach is so full of en
thusiasm that I don't see how we can lose. To repeat more or less
what one basketball player told me, he seems to radiate his enthusi
asm to all around him. He works mostly on the fundamentals, which
is what makes a winning team. The players are very optimistic about
the upcoming season, as is the coach. And to me that is a good
sign — a real good sign.
FASHION-MINDED TIGERS
The "new look" is out for the Tigers this year — at least for
the traveling squad. Larry Haller, a faithful Tiger fan, and head
coach John Rohde finally decided that it was time the football players
were "up" on the latest clothing. As a result, the players were sport
ing new slim-line black ties with an orange "P" on them (it's the
orange "P" that counts, fellas). They match the Block "P" blazers
beautifully, and give the team a new unity!
ITS A SMALL WORLD
Most everybody knows Don Shackelford. He's our star tackle
and a real great guy. It seems that there are others that seem to
think he rates too. Ever heard of Shackelton County? Well, there
is one — in Texas. There is also an Olney, Texas. What is this,
a transfer of allegience?
AND IN CONCLUSION . . .
Professor Marshburn (Terry, that is) is turning the Tigers into
a bunch of amateur geologists. Seems he gave an excellent lecture
on why Texas was so flat and yet so high as the players flew over
it last week. Some of the players even remembered the lecture —
over and above the motion sickness experienced1 by some of the
rookies on the trip!

Pistol Pete Pedro Fires TD Shots For Buffs
As West Texas State Blanks The Tigers 32-J

Pistol Pete Pedro of the West Texas State Buffaloes out-gunned the University of the Pacifi
Tigers last Saturday night by netting 157 yards and two touchdowns to defeat the Tigers 32-8, Twic
within the span of six minutes, the Tigers were inside the Buffalo ten yard line, but as the old bal
bounces so did Pacific's.
The game was marked by fumbles, penalties, and mistakes for Pacific. For West Texas the gam
was a chance to show the nation their All-American candidate, Pete Pedro. There were several record
broken in Saturday's contest. First of all, the Tigers totaled 161 yards in penalties to break the oli
record set against BYU in 1958 when they piled up 130. The second record came with the attemp
of 41 passes (14 completions) to surpass the old mark of 38 thrown against Tulsa in 1957.
In the first quarter, the Tigers broke loose on some fine plays, but let the ball die several times
The hard hitting Tigers held the Buffs scoreless in the first quarter and began to move in the secom
quarter when Bob Irwin recover
ed a Pedro fumble on Pacific's 30
yard line. The Tigers moved
from the 30 to the Buff seven.
With first
and goal to go,
quarterback Don Stagnaro spot
In the first exhibition water polo game of the season, Pacific'
ted two open Tigers in the end first team overwhelmed1 a team composed of Pacific reserves and Sai
zone. He threw and connected Joaquin Delta College players Wednesday, September 25. Th
with a West Texas defensive man
score was 14-1.
who charged 88 yards for a
The game was originally scheduled with Modesto City College
touchdown. The rest of the eve
but they cancelled the trip because of an injury to one of their kening seemed to be the same. Long
players.
runs by Pedro, penalties by the
Pacific (the first team) started Gary Wykoff, and Clay Clemen
Tigers, and 45 mile per hour
slowly and led the "visitors" 2-1 each scored to make the fina
winds contributed to the second
at the end of the first quarter but score 14-1. Ralph Purdy scorei
loss for the Tigers this season.
surged ahead on a scoring spree the "visitors" lone point. Ralpl
There was outstanding play,
Purdy, John Apgar, Bob Kin
led by Bill Rose and Kipper
however, on the part of many
Olney. Rose and Olney made 10 kaed, Mike Lorenz, Dick Tayloi
Pacific players. The passing of
of the 11 points scored by the and Freshman swimmer Ken
Don Stagnaro to Chris Machado,
"home team" in the first
half. Williams made up the "visiting1
A1 Ford, and Buck Del Nero
Tom McKay scored the other team.
gave the Tigers 199 yards and a
point of the half.
The exhibition warm-up gam
touchdown. The only TD for
In the third quarter, Rose, was an apparent success as Pacifi
Pacific came on a two-yard pass
went on to defeat Chico Stat
from Stagnaro to Machado in the
23-8 on Friday, September 27
21
55
Yards
lost
rushing
fourth quarter with 1:08 remain
53 Bill Rose was high-point man witl
Net yards passing
199
ing in the contest. Howie Camp
11. Ralph Purdy scored 6 an<
bell then hit Machado on a pass Total offensive
yardage
269
345 Gary Wykoff scored 4. Purd;
to give the Tigers a two point
41
Passes attempted
7 scored his points during a brie
conversion.
2 three minute span. Coach Con
14
The Tigers have next Saturday Passes completed
7
5 ner Sutton expressed pleasuri
off before meeting with Fresno Number of punts
with the progress being made b;
State at Stockton for the Home Punting average
rookie goalie Tom Muir. Ton
22.6
41.5
(yards)
coming game on October 12.
3
5 McKay, Clay Clement, and Stevi
Coach John Rohde will give the Number of fumbles
Baily worked well on defense an<
Tigers plenty of chance for im Number of fumbles
setting
up scoring plays, accord
lost
2
5
provement before the contest.
12
4 ing to Coach Sutton.
Pacific rooters were surprised to Penalties
Jim MacKenzie, an All-North
learn that Colorado State, who Yards lost on
(Continued on Page 7)
penalties
161
54
beat the Tigers 20-0 to end a 26
game losing streak two weeks ago,
was defeated by the Air Force
Academy 69-0 last Saturday
afternoon.
£
The Summary:
UOP W.T.
First down rushing
3
12
First downs passing
10
1
First down by penalties 2
2
Total first downs
15
15
Net yards rushing
70
292

U 0 P Water Polo Team Looks Good
Defeats The Chico State Squad 23-8
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"Varsity, Frosh Basketball Teams Look Good/' Says Edwards, Newest Coach In P. E. Department
Basketball has a new face this
••ear. Not just new players, but
That coach
a new coach as well.
is Dick Edwards, one of four new
additions to the Physical Educa
tion Department. Edwards, who is
also teaching badminton and ten
nis, is taking the place of Van
Sweet who resigned last year.
Graduated from Culver-Stock
ton College in Canton, Missouri
in 1952, Edwards received his
Master of Arts in Physical Edu
cation from Claremont College.

He spent one year coaching
freshman basketball at Pomona
College, three years at Yreka
High School and three years at
El Camino High School in Sacra
mento.

"BASKETBALL GOOD"
When asked what he thought
of the basketball situation at
Pacific, Edwards said "I feel there
is a lot of potential here. Pacific
could be a good basketball
school. The boys want to win
and think they can win, which

iHtKMUWzH

makes all the difference in a
team's performance."
With eight returning lettermen,
Edwards has confidence in the
size and backcourt men on the
team. Lettermen returning for
this season are Charles Strambler,
Leo Middleton, Bill Wilson,
Dave Balsley, Dick Davie, Jack
Schalow, Jim Scheel and John
Scheel. Other returning players
are Eric Jacobs and. Darryl
Severns.
Practice officially begins on

c««'vtor

October 15, but many of the
players have been engaged in
rigorous work sessions on the
isometric bars and on the basket
ball court since school began.
There will be a general meeting
on October 14, and anyone inter
ested in joining the team should
contact Edwards by that time.

FROSH TEAM PROMISING

Although he is not coaching
the freshman basketball team,
Edwards is very enthusiastic
about it. "I think we have an

liB

outstanding group of freshman
players. They should be one of
the finest freshman groups on the
coast" said Edwards.
Some of the freshman pros
pects are Bob Scheel, all-state
guard from Montana; Bob Krulish, 6 foot, 4 inch high school
Ail-American from Sacramento
and one of the top two basketball
iprospects in California; Gary
Neese and Bruce Parsons from
Mills High School in Burlingame; Keith Swagerty from Cam
den High School in San Jose, an
outstanding rebounder; Jim Hill,
outstanding athlete from Medford High School in Medford,
Oregon; John Nichols from
Syracuse, New York, via Bella
Vista High School in Sacra
mento; Bob Boss from St. Paul,
Minnesota; and Bruce Barley
from Whittier, California.
All told, Edwards is optimistic
about prospects for both the var
sity and the freshman teams. He
is going all out to improve over
last season's record and is very
confident that it can be done.

XT EAGLE
N CHEVIOT SHIRT!

•BHHHBI IBB
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TTVER interested in modern promotional techniques, exterior garment merJC/ chandising-wise, we at Eagle have devoted particular attention of late to
the commercial practices of our colleagues in the tunafish, soup and soap lines.
It seems that these three diverse industries have all discovered that by
offering you a free discount coupon good for three cents off the purchase price
of their product, they can lure you down to the neighborhood store.
Weil,
we have been considering various ways to market (we believe that's the word
they use) our Inishowen Cheviot Brooketowne. The first two adjectives describe
a heavy herringbone oxford designed by our shirting gourmet who describes this
fabric as meaty. Brooketowne is our tapered body button-down with the sloppy
bulge we used to call flare before everyone else did too.
So, tunafish on the
mind, we decided to dip into that great fund of American advertising knowhow.
Friends! as soon as you've written us to learn the name of your nearest
Eagle dealer (not all Eagle shirts have the Eagle label in them, recall), and we
answer you, and you need a shirt, run! don't walk and claim your Eagle I. C.
shirt at three cents off! At once!

SAVE 3<t ON YOUR VERY NEXT
EAGLE INISHOWEN CHEVIOT SHIRT!
(Price before discount, about $7.50)
MR. DEALER: For your convenience in obtaining prompt accurate payment for this coupon, send it to Eagle Shirtmakers, Herringbone
Oxford Inishowen Cheviot Brooketowne Prompt Accurate Payment Department, Quakertown, Pennsylvania (Attn. Miss Afflerbach).
Offer void where prohibited, restricted, or ignored. Only one (1) coupon per customer. Cash value: 1/100 of one cent. Eagle Shirtmakers.

Del Nero Selected
Player Of Week
Fifth Straight Year
Buck Del Nero, a senior from
Tracy, has set a new record. He
alone has received the Stockton
Quaterback Club Player-of-the
Week Award once each year
for five consectuive years. As a
Stockton College student he was
named Player-of-the-week both
seasons he was there. During the
three seasons he has been play
ing for the Tigers he has also
received this award once each
year.

According to line coach Don
"Tiny" Campora, Del Nero re
ceived the award for his out
standing defensive work at the
West Texas State-UOP game
last weekend. The movies of the
game showed Del Nero as a key
man in many of the tackles.
"Buck played an all-around good
game" reported Campora. "He
did well on both offense and
defense."
Del Nero, a biology imajor, is
scheduled to graduate from Pa
cific in January, at which time
he hopes to go to work for the
Department of Fish and Game.
Hunting being his favorite and
most time-consuming hobby, Del
Nero has wisely chosen his career
from the same field.
In addition to going to school,
playing football, working part
time and hunting, Del Nero is
also married and the father of
two girls.
Pacific's congratulations go out
to Buck Del Nero for a job well
done.

Water Polo . . .
(Continued from Page 6)

Eagle Shirts are Available at

JDIMO
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ern California water polo player
while in high school, didn't play
in either game because of a hand
injury. Coach Sutton said Jim
will be ready to go in a couple of
days.
Tomorrow morning at 10:30
Pacific will play Foothill College,
whom Coach Sutton describes as
"loaded with talent" and they
have "several players who were
Junior College All Americans"
last season.
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PHILOSOPHER DONMEYER SPEAKS AT CONVOCATION;
TALKS ALSO SCHEDULED FOR RAYMOND, THE "Y"
Dr. Fredrick Donmeyer, the chairman of the philosophy department at San Jose State College will
speak at convocation at 11 a.m. October 10 on the topic "Minds Without Bodies."
Other presentations to be made by Dr. Donmeyer during this week-end include: a Raymond College
High Table, October 9 at 6:30 on "Peripsychology,'' and a lecture and discussion in the Anderson Y at
4:30, October 11, on "Implication of Physical Reason for the Mind and Body Problem."
A panel discussion will follow the lecture atAnderson Y at 6:30. Dr. Richard Louttit, UOP
psychology professor, Dr. Dan McGreal, Sacramento State philosophy instructor, Dr. Celestine J.
Sullivan from Berkeley and Nick Keaton, President of the UOP chappter of Phi Sigma Tau, will
make up the panel.
Dr. Donmeyer is speaking at the second President's Convocation of the year. The university has
traditionally held the Thursday morning 11 o'clock hour open for an assembly of the student body to
hear a presentation in the form
of a speech or a musical program.
invited to attend. The following
schedule outlines the fall presen
Attendance was once compul
tations:
sory, but with an auditorium
Friday,
October
4
*October
10, Dr. Fredrick Don
seating only 1200 and a student
meyer,
Knoles
Philosophy Lec
body of 1800, this is no longer
Phi Sigma Kappa Rush Party
turer.
possible.
Now a more select
— 9-12:30.
October 31, Dr. Walter Weis,
audience is drawn by a smaller
AWS Retreat — Columbia.
Associate Director of the Interconvocation
interest,
remarks
«Y» Alpine trip.
University Committee on the
Dean Edward S. Betz, Dean of
Playbox Theater Production.
Superior Student.
Students.
*November
14, Substitute to be
Once a month a President's Saturday, October 5
made due to the illness of Roy
Convocation is held during which
Jedediah Smith Social Rendez
Harris, composer-pianist in
President Burns presides. How
vous at Pony Express Retreat
residence.
ever, other Convocations may be
in San Rafael.
November 21, Dr. Albion Ray
held without a title and all are
"Y" Alpine trip.
King, Director, Alcohol Stud
ies Seminar.
Playbox Theater Production.
*December 5, Alec Waugh, nov
AWS Retreat — Columbia.
elist.
Covell Hall Fun Night — 8December 12, Christmas 1963,
12:45.
The Knolens.
Alpha Kappa Lambda Fall
slacks
Housewarming — 8-12:45.
The tentative schedule for next
Continental trimness
semester includes; Dr. Marie
Sunday, October 6
* —stacks that s/fmt
Amadec, Argentine diplomat,
"Y" Alpine trip.
Madam Rajom Nehru from
' Inside adjust
India, Dr. Martin Luther King,
ments',' cuff less
Tuesday, October 8
the Honors Convocation recog
nizing personal and living group
Chapel — 11 a.m.
academic honors, and the awards
Newman Club — 11 a.m.
convocation giving personal
"Y" film (to be announced).
Concert — Verdi — 3:30 p.m. awards in various fields.

Pacific Previews

Opus Concert — 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, October 9
Raymond High Table — 7:45.
Thursday, October 10
IFC rush sign up.
Convocation — Knoles lec
turer, Dr. Frederick Dommeyer.
Knoles lecturer — evening.
Playbox Theater Production.
Friday, October 11
IFC rush sign up.
Homecoming Bar-B-Que and
Rally 7 p.m.
Phi Kappa Tau Rush Party.
Knoles lectures — afternoon
and evening.
Playbox Theater Production.

Big, Little Sisters See
Fashions At Dessert
There was standing room only
at the annual Big and Lil' Sister
party Thursday night in Covell
Hall's dining room.
All the big and little sisters at
tended the dessert and fashion
show, featuring the four seasons
in fashions modeled by the girls
who own them. The seasons in
flowers were depicted in four
floral
arrangements done by
Jerry of the Avenue Flower Shop
in Stockton.
After the party the soroities
had open house.

Skiers (Snow Type)

MINIATURE RANDOM
CORD— of finest
100% cotton.
Wash and wear, Sanfor
ized Plus... only $4.98
AT YOUR FAVORITE
SOFT GOODS EMPORIUM

145 W. Alder
N»

**

MEN'S CLOTHIER

2105 Pacific Avenue
Phone HO 4-7669

"Behind Delta
Savings"

Stockton's only complete
Ski Shop

Living Qroups In The News
PHI KAPPA TAU
Tomorrow afternoon
College students will be
of Phi Kappa Tau and
Chi Omega.
On Friday, October 11,
party will be held.

GAMMA PHI
Covell
guests
Alpha
a rush

DELTA GAMMA
Initiation of 16 spring pledges
tomorrow morning clijnaxes In
spiration Week. A luncheon will
be served in honor of the initi
ates that afternoon.
Last Saturday spring pledges
completed their pledge project
by taking a group of orphans to
Yosemite Park for the afternoon.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Last night Phi Sigma Kappa
had a watermelon feed. All stu
dents were invited.
Tonight the annual rock and
roll dance will be held in the
house. The Merced Bluenotes
will play.
DELTA UPSILON
An alumni lunch is planned
for the weekend of Homecoming.
COVELL HALL
Tomorrow night, Covell will
host a "fun night."
There
will be an Alumni Tea from 2-4
p.m. on October 12 in the small
lounge. On October 18 from
8:30-11 there will be a coffee
hour in the large lounge.
QUAD D
There was an exchange with
Quad E on Friday, September
27.
Sunday, September
29
through Thursday, October 3
was Secret Sister week. An "Utibirthday Party" was held on
Thursday.
QUAD F
The men of Quad F are buildtheir float jointly with Quad G.
There was an intramural foot
ball game with Phi Sigma Kappa
on September 30.

SKIS

BOOTS

CLOTHES

SWEATERS

(Moli)

(Bogner)

(Meggi)

(Roffel

ALPHA CHI

Alpha Chi Omega held its tr
ditional initiation ceremony I
fifteen pledges last Friday nig!
and honored the new active met
bers at a formal banquet Saturd;
evening.
Dean of Women, Miss Kat
erine P. Davis was special gue
at the banquet. Donna Mitchi
was named model pledge at
the new initiates presented a gi
to pledge trainer Judy Meadow
The new members includ
Donna Mitchell, Cynthia Tippi
Pat O'Brien, Joann Spence
Charlotte Olsen, Judy Rowa
Judy Kelsey, Michelle Van R(
sen, Birdie Jan, Linda Mattso
Marietta Williams, Toni Teac
out, Cheryl Parsons, Patti J oh
son, and Mitzi Hakes.

Campus Notes
FACULTY
Dr. Alonzo Baker, poplitical
science professor, has resumed his
weekly telecasts of news analysis
and interpretation over CBS
Channel 10, Sacramento, Station
KXTV.
His program titled,
"Behind the News," comes at
11:15-11:30 Sunday evenings.
Paul IJ. Winters, associated
professor of speech and director
of forensics, was a principal
speaker at a forensics work shop
at Sacramento State College last
Saturday when he discussed the
subject, "This Year's
High
School Debate Topics," for the
high school students attending
the State Speech Council conferWalter L. Nyberg, assistant
professor of Bible and religious
education, will conduct chapel
services at Sharpe General Depot
during October.
Emerson G. Cobb, chairman of
the Chemistry Department, at
tended a meeting of the Sacra
mento Section of the American
Chemical Society at the Univer
sity of Nevada last Saturday.
FUN NIGHT

(Heads)

At a formal ceremony Saturd;
afternoon, nineteen pledges we
initiated into Gamma Phi Bet
An initiation dinner was he
Sunday night at the Reef, durit
which awards were presented. Si
Griffith was named the outstan
ing pledge. Other awards we
to Carole Pope, highest gra<
point; and Barbara Hansen, mc
improved scholastically.
Those initiated were: Maril;
Fickes, Susan Griffith, Jut
Grimshaw, Barbara Hanse
Lynne Helpbringer, Sherry Hu
Karren Inman, Judy Kinly, Cat
Lewis, Alice McCallum, Suzani
Maxson, Nancy Norris, Caro
Pope, Yhyliss Rankin, Caro
Tucker, Marty Vaughn, Bet
Watson, and Jill Wood wort
The initiation concluded oi
semester of pledging and Gamn
Phi Beta Inspiration Week.
Mrs. Margaret Sawyer, Pt
vivince Collegiate Director, vi
ited the house members Tuesda
Wednesday, and Thursday i
this week.

Tomorrow night from 8 p.m.
to 1 a.m. the first of a series of
Fun Nights will be held in Co
vell Hall. There will be danc-

ing in the dining room, ches
schrabble and other parlor gam
in the large lounge, ping por
on the patios, and television
the TV room.
According to Patsy Cawse
Vice President of the hall, sever
fun nights are being planni
for week ends not filled
wil
other functions.
All students are invited to tl
free affair. Dress will be scho
clothes.
Lemonade will be served in tl
large lounge, pop corn in tl
TV room.
MSM WORK PROJECT

The Methodist Student Mov
ment will hold the first plannit
session for their work proje
next Tuesday at 5:45 in the tc
of the YMCA. All students at
faculty interested in participt
ing in the work projects are t
vited to attend.
Cynthia Mitchell and Way'
Kessler, the co-chairman for tl
activity may be contacted h
further information. Brochur
are available describing h
year's work project in Tijuana.

Students planning to attet
the meeting may get their dinn<
trays in Anderson Dining Ha
Tuesday evening and bring the'
to the dinner meeting at the 1

